Compare
Botvac D3

Botvac

Botvac D5

Botvac

Connected

D80 / D85

Connected

Connected

2016 / 2017

Neato app / Wi–Fi Connectivity
Self–charging, Auto Charge & Resume
+ Eco /
Turbo

SpinFlow Power Clean
Multi–room Navigation
Scheduling 1
Main Brush

Combo Brush

Combo Brush &
Spiral Blade Brush

Combo Brush &
Spiral Blade Brush

Combo Brush

Side Brush
High Performance Filter

Standard 2

High Performance 3

Ultra Performance 4

Ultra Performance 4

Lithium–ion

Nickel Metal Hydride

High Capacity Lithium–ion

High Capacity Lithium–ion

Up to 1800 sq ft

Up to 3000 sq ft

Up to 4500 sq ft

Up to 5000 sq ft

Boundary Marker compatible with
all robots
Battery
Area Robot can Clean in 1 cycle 5
Manual Drive (remote control)
Find Me
Cleaning Stats
1x / 2x Spot Clean
Smartwatch support
1
2
3
4

Schedule can be set 1 time per day, 7 days a week – the Neato app is required for D3 and D5 scheduling
Standard filters provide a very high cleaning performance
High Performance filters provide a very high cleaning performance and good air filtration. Best for maximizing vacuuming performance.
Ultra Performance filters provide a very high cleaning performance and excellent air filtration. Best for those concerned with allergies
and for minimizing particulates in the air.
5 1 cleaning cycle includes 3 cleaning runs with 2 recharges of the battery.
Neato Genuine Accessories
Always use Neato Genuine accessories to keep your robot operating at peak performance.
Use of unauthorized 3rd party accessories can damage and void your warranty.

NeatoRobotics.com | NeatoRobotics.com/accessories | NeatoRobotics.com/where-to-buy
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Smart.
Powerful.
Connected.

Intelligent
Navigating
Robot Vacuum

SpinFlow
Power Clean
System

Uses patented LaserSmartTM

SpinFlow technology combines potent suction and precision

technology and real-time object

brushes to leave floors immaculately clean. Versatile brush

detection to continuously scan

system, extra-large dirt bin, and ultra performance filters

and map each room, identifying

capture up to twice the particles as competitors.

Neato Robots

Other Robots

10.9 inches / 27.6 cm

6.4 inches / 16.3 cm

D Shape with
CornerClever
Tech

TM

furniture, doorways, and stairs. It
then methodically cleans, moving
from room to room in the most
efficient way.

Neato Robots

Other Robots

Combo Brush

Spiral Blade Brush

Ultra Performance Filter

Best all around

Deep cleaning brush

Easy to pop out filter—

clean, including hair

for a high-powered

new filter screen keeps

on carpet, ideal for

dirt pickup

dirt where it belongs.

home with pets.

Neato cleans within 14mm of the

Round robots are 98mm away from the

walls and corners.

walls—and even further from corners.

Neato’s D-shape allows for a front-

Round vacs have their brushes in the

brush design with a 50% bigger brush

middle, between the wheels. Not much

than the competition. Gets closer to

room for a decent size brush. And the

walls and into corners—and makes

dirt bin? It’s small, too.

room for Neato’s extra–large dirt bin.

* Above accessories included in specific models, but compatible with all Neato Botvac D
Series and Connected robot vacuums

Lithium-ion Battery & Auto Charge and Resume
Powered by Lithium–ion batteries, Botvac Connected robots clean
Cleans up to 4x faster and
covers an entire level in the
most efficient way—unlike
bounce around robots.

large & small areas alike. If it needs more power, it automatically
returns to the charge base, powers up, then goes back to finish the job.

Neato App

Cleaning on the go
Specific models

Clean anytime, from anywhere with

also include:

the Neato app—start, stop, pause,

* Botvac D75/D80/D85 robots come with NiMh batteries.

Manual Drive to remote
Scheduled Cleaning

Navigates well in rooms with

Easily schedule the robot to clean every day—or on a schedule

little to no light unlike other

that works for you.

navigation systems.

control drive your robot
Find Me to locate
your robot

schedule, and receive notifications
wherever you are. iOS and Android
compatible.
Also works with Apple Watch and
Android Wear devices. See your

Cleaning Statistics to

robots, start/stop cleaning, and get

Industry experts like CNET agree.

better manage your

notifications on your smart watch.

Neato is best at picking up pet hair.

robot vacuum

* Works with Botvac D3/D5/Connected models only

